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Natural perfection in a  
hand-crafted Stone Veneer



Nature of our
We defy you to spot the difference between our stone and Mother Nature’s. It’s not easy because we use 

larger molds than the industry norm, and non-repeating shapes and colors every 100 square feet. Our colors 

have a natural variegated look. Skilled artisans apply liquid tints that are absorbed into the stone, creating 

more durable colors that resist fading.

Canyon Ledge connects rustic comfort to 
artistic style. Carved from the landscape of a 
naturally worn and weathered ledge, this style 
adds native warmth to any setting.

Canyon Ledge

 Item # Coverage Weight Cartons Per Pallet

Flats  75513610  10 sq ft 100 lbs 20

Corners  75513611 5 linear ft  75 lbs 20

Mystic 8078

Niagara 8095 Summit 8074

Autumn 8004 Buckingham 8009 Chardonnay 8013 Hampton 8030

 Item # Coverage Weight Cartons Per Pallet

Flats  75511010  10 sq ft 100 lbs 20

Corners  75511011 5 linear ft  75 lbs 20

Hampton 8030

PA Lime 8046 Shade Mountain 8054 Winfield 8065

 Aberdeen 8001 Autumn 8004 Buckingham 8009 Chardonnay 8013

This beautiful profile mirrors the classic look 
of rough-dressed stone. The chiseled face, 
rectangular shapes and irregular sizes create 
an old-world look and feel.

Cut Cobblestone

Alpine Mist 8080  Mystic 8078

Sandy Creek 8082 Cascade Ledge in Mystic

This versatile style works well with all types of 
architecture, especially contemporary settings. 
A mix of ledge stones and cobble jumpers fit 
tightly together to create long, clean lines.

Cascade Ledge

 Item # Coverage Weight Cartons Per Pallet

Flats  75513510  10 sq ft 100 lbs 20

Corners  75513511 5 linear ft  75 lbs 20

Stone 



Choosing your
Ply Gem Stone is available in a wide variety of styles. Some lend a rustic character to your home or evoke 

an old-world aesthetic, while others look distinctly contemporary. Each has a timeless quality and a natural 

beauty that can define and enhance your home’s character. More affordable than quarried stone or fieldstone, 

it’s an investment that rewards you with a distinctive natural charm.

Featuring random shapes with smooth to 
rugged faces that fit together like a puzzle. The 
effect is an informal, natural look that’s at home 
in both traditional and contemporary settings. 

Fieldstone

 Item # Coverage Weight Cartons Per Pallet

Flats  75511410  10 sq ft 100 lbs 20

Corners  75511411 5 linear ft  75 lbs 20
Shade Mountain 8054

Autumn 8004 Buckingham 8009 Chardonnay 8013

PA Lime 8046Fieldstone in Autumn 

Manorstone in Oswego

This rustic style combines field and ledge 
stones with a smooth, split face. Varied shapes 
and sizes create a natural, organic look that 
works well in virtually any setting.

Manorstone

 Item # Coverage Weight Cartons Per Pallet

Flats  75513410  10 sq ft 110 lbs 20

Corners  75513411 5 linear ft  75 lbs 20

Oswego 8075

Summit 8074

Stone 

Molded from a Civil War fence-row, this profile 
has a craggy texture and warm earth tones 
that create an organic, rustic appearance.

Shadow Ledgestone

 Item # Coverage Weight Cartons Per Pallet

Flats  75512310  10 sq ft 100 lbs 20

Corners  75512311 5 linear ft  75 lbs 20

Chardonnay 8013

Shenandoah 8057Hampton 8030 Niagara 8095

Aberdeen 8001 Autumn 8004 Bradford 8007 

PA Lime 8046

Buckingham 8009

Shade Mountain 8054
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Because Ply Gem Stone replicates natural stone, inconsistencies in color and texture can be expected. Every effort has been made to ensure the stone colors on our printed and online materials are as close 
to the actual stone as possible. However, photography, printing, and viewing conditions may alter perception of color. Consult your distributor or sales representative for product samples. Ply Gem reserves the 
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True Stack in Calgary

Individually stacked stones are molded into 
panels of varying lengths resulting in a easy-to 
install, tight-fitting, dry-stacked style with a 
rugged texture. 

True StackTM

 Item # Coverage Weight Cartons Per Pallet

Flats  75512910  10 sq ft 100 lbs 20

Corners  75512911 5 linear ft  75 lbs 20

Calgary 8011

Shenandoah 8057

Dry Stack Modular System

Another difference only appreciated over time is the density of our stone. It’s 

twice as dense as the industry standard making our stone less porous and 

more durable. We guarantee it with a 50-Year Limited Warranty. After all, if 

you appreciate the timeless beauty of stone, shouldn’t you choose a stone 

veneer that stands the test of time?

50-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY  PL

Y GEM STONE WARRANTY

Tapered Sill in Brown

Tapered Sill 
in Lime

Window sills and transition between siding 
materials. Available in Brown (8008) and 
Lime (8037).

Tapered Sill

Item # Weight Dimensions Pieces Cartons 
   Per Carton Per Pallet

 75512512 72 lbs 3.25”d x 2.875”h x 24”l 6 32


